
One Day Tour to Cairo from Safaga Port via 
Hurghada 
As per requested time safaga Port by our Representative who will greet you with a sign shows your name 
on it then you will be transferred in Private A/C Vehicle to Hurghada where it`s just 50 Minutes long drive 
arrival Hurghada transfer to Hurghada airport to take the domestic flight to Cairo (Flight takes just 50 
Minutes) Reach Cairo by 10:30 am Meet by our Expert Tour guide at Cairo airport who will greet you with a 
sign shows your name on it then you will be transferred from Cairo airport to Giza City to start you Cairo 
Day tour from Safaga Port Visit Giza Pyramids Where you visit the most famous Pyramids in Egypt that 
know the Great Pyramid of Cheops ,and the Middle Pyramid of Chephern,and the small Pyramid of 
Mykerinous  

Then Enjoy a 20 Minutes on the Camel around the great Pyramid that`s make you feel that you getting back 
to the ancient time 

After Camel ride around giza Pyramids our Tour guide will take you to the Best Panoramic View where you 
can see all the Pyramids in one Shot it`s alos the best place where you can take Pictures for the Pyramids 
and for your self 
End your Visit to Giza Pyramids by Visiting the Valley Temple that Connected with the Sphinx Valley temple 
is the place where the dead Body of King Chephern the owner of the second pyramid at Giza was 
mummified 
Then take the way that take you to get Closer to the Sphinx Statue the first and the oldest Sphinx in ancient 
times and it`s the best Place where you can take a memorable Photos with the Sphinx at Giza Pyramids  
Then stop For Lunch at Local restaurant that facing the Pyramids where you can teaste the Traditional 
Egyptian food 
After Lunch you will be transferred to downtown of Cairo to take the felucca Nile trip on the Nile and enjoy a 
sailing trip for an hour on the River Nile in Cairo  
End you Day tour by Visiting the Oldest bazaar in Cairo that known as Khan Khalili Bazaar 
Evening around Transfer you Back to Cairo airport to take your Flight Back to Hurghada and from 
Hurghada airport you will be transferred back to Safaga Port  

HIGHLIGHTS 

 Visit Giza Pyramids  

 Visit Sphinx 

 Ride Camel around the great Pyramid 

 Possibility to Enter any of the Pyramids (additional charge) 

 Nile Trip by Sailing Boat in Cairo  

 Private Guided Tours 

  Domestic Flights from Hurghada to Cairo & Vice Versa 

 All Pickup and drop off from Safaga Port in Private A/C Vehicle 

 Expert Tour guide 

 Lunch at Local Restaurant  

 Snacks and water along the day  

 Taxes and Services 

 Entry fees   

  Tipping 

 Personal Items  

 any Beverages during Lunch  

 Visa Fees   it must be Cash  
 


